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MUON-CATALYZED FUSION THEORY

M. Leon

Los Alarnos National Laboratory

LOS Jhrnos, NM 87545, USA

ABSTRACT

Some topics in muon-catalyzed fusion theory are discussed: Resonant for-

mation of dcfp molecules appears to be well understood, with good agreement

so far between thmry and experiment. The situation for resonant dtp forma-

tion is much less clear, because of the more complicated kinetics, the apparent

three-body effect, and the evident n=d to treat therrnalization and molecular for-

mation together to compare theory and experiment. Recent thmretical progress

in pdp fusion by Fkiar et al. has resolved a serious discrepancy in the Wolfenstein-

Gemhtein effect, i.e., the increase in pdp fusion yield with increased deuterium

fraction.

1. INTRODUCTION

pCF theory encompasses the whole catalysis cycle, sketched in Fig. 1 for deuterium-

tritium targets. Steps in the cycle include the slowing to very low (eV) energies through

ionization of the target molecules, the transition from free to bound states, deexcitntion

of the initially formed highly excited rnuonir hydrogen ntom~l trn.mfm of the muon from

lighter to heavier hydrogen imtopes ( lwcause of the rm-hmxl-maw effcrt ), which can tiikr

place from excited or grmmd state~, formation of thr muonic molmwlar ion and its dm=xci-

tntion, nnd finally nuclear fusion with thr p- cithm stuck to R fusion prmluct m frer to go

around the cycle again, Lack of time pmwmts nw from (liHcus~ingall of them stcp~, H(JI will

c(mrrntrntr on tho nmlrcular formation Mtrp, ill pnrtimdnr on thr intrirnt~’ nml ftuwinnt.ing

rwmntlt nmlrclll~u for!mtion mm-lm~iisn),fir~t in grnrrnl ruI(Itl]rfl t.hv ]mrtirldurs of IIN’
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two operative examples, ddp and dtp formation. Firmlly, I will discuss the new thecm=tical

light shed on the oldest pCF reaction, that of pdp, and on the }Volfellstein-Gershtcin effect,

which was thought to be understood quite well nearly three decades ago but which became

considerably more troublesome in recent ym.rs.

2. RESONANT MOLECULAR FORMATION

In the authoritative 1960 review article of Zeldovitch and Gershtein [1] we find the

fodowing paragraph:

f) Formation of Mesomolecules

In the collision of free mesonic atoms with nuclei of hydrogen

molecules, format ion of mesornolecules is possible. In such a process

the binding energy of the mesonic molecule can, in general, be given

off either as radiation or to the electron of the hydrogen molecule, or

finally to a neighboring nucleus in the molecule. The last of these mech-

anisms might play an important role in the formation of mesomolecules

in excited states with a binding energy close to the dissociation energy

of the hydrogen t.Loleeule. Since, however, there are no such levels in

mesomolecules (cf. Table 3), this mechanism need not be considered.

To explain the unexpectedly large and temperatum-dependent ddp molecular formation

rate ~@, Vesmfm in 1967 [2] postulated that there mud exist such a stnte in the ddp

system, wit h }Jinding energy less than the D2 dismciat ion cnrrgy! L. 1. Pmmrnarcw nnd

Alnlmratms then set to work to determine thmm+ically whether such R state nrt~mlly

rxists. developing for this purpom whnt they call thr %didmtic rxpnnsion” (which otht-w+

cdl thr “method of pmturbrd htntionmy ~tntm” ), After a chv-adr of cffflrt, thr %hmd ~~f

P(mmnnrev” hnd progww-d mfficirntly to r(nirlldc tlmt thr nngular mmtwnttun J = 1,

t“ilmttionnl qImntImI Imlt]tmr v = 1 ~tntr of ddp is I)fnm[l Iy nl)ollt 2 rV, Rml flwtlmvil{m

tlw (.orr(’sl)otl(lillg”stnt.v itl t.iw dlii Illlumir m(dw”tdr is 1)01111(1ty only nl)ollt) 1 rv’ [3,4], (hi

t11*Ilmsi~ of tImw rwllltH, C;m~lltrin nn(l P[nlfmlnrrv ill 1077 l)llldislml n Pllysiw I.(*ttm’



[5] pointing out that (1) the Yesman idea appeared to bc the correct

ddp results, and (2) for dtp ~102 fusicm~ per muon are expected! This

fusions/p - did much to revive interest in pCF.

explanation of the

prediction of* 100

In recent years, variatiomd calculations have overtaken in precision the adiabatic ex-

pansion in determining the nonrelativistic point Coulomb binding energies of the various

muonic molecule systems; results quoted in a recent review [6] are displayed in Table 1.

Corrections to these energies from the hypefine interaction, relativity and QED, nuclear

electromagnetic structure, etc., are important for the critical (J, v) = (1, 1) states of ddjt

and dtp, and are shown in Table 2.

The energies of these loosely bound states, along with the excitation energies of the

compound molecule fomled in the resonant reaction

(tP)}” + (D2)~i ~ [(CI~P)?l~Qelj,Kt~ (1)

determine the resonance energies c.. Here Ki and K~ are the rotational quantum numkmrs

of the initial D2 and final compound molecule (or compkz) [ ]*, and v the [ ]* vibratiorml

quantum number (initial D2 v = O), while F and S denote the tp and tftphypex-he stntes.

The rate for this resonant molecular formation can bc written



wave functions need to be used in Jlti. Either the post or prior form of the interaction

can be used, but except for Lane [12] the posi form is the choice made; recently Faifn-mn

et al. [13] stressed its advantages. Here

where ~ is the dipole operator of the dt~t system and ~ the electric field at its cm. from

the spectator nucleus plus electrons. The dipole interaction, Eq. (3), takes the S-state

tp + d system to the J = 1 dtp state. However, the tp+ D2 system has an orbital angular

moment urn L, so that

~+~1 =7+rj , (4)

with J = 1. Normally L = O is domirmnt, so that K! = Ki + 1.

Once the [(dtp)d2e] ● complex is formed, back decay competes with deexcitation and

fusion [8], so that for the tflective molecular formation rate we have

(5)

where if is the sum of deexcitation and fusion rates and I’ is the back-decay rate (which

in general is tiectrd by collisions between the complex and the target molecules).

3. ddp FORMATION

pCF in pure D2 targets has ~mwidmi n valunldr vcrificution of resonant rnlmnir

Inolecule formation processes and allowtvl detailed compmimm Imtwwm theory mid rx -
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deuterons implies that AJ = 1 is accompanied by AS~~ = 1, which is forbidden. Thus, the

ddp is duck in the J = 1 state, where fusion is rather slow: A, = 0.5 x 109 S-l according

to Eogdanova et al. [15]. As a result, back decay is actually dominant, and the effective

molecular formation rate is [16]

(6)

Furthermore, resonant molecular formation followed by back decay contributes to hyperfine

transitions, so for the effective HF transition rate we have [16,17]

~::’ = ~:pF’ rSFl
+ ~ A:d:.

~f + ~p rs~~l
(7)

s

The muon kinetics in a pure D2 target is shown in Fig. 2. Because the steady-state

populations differ from the initial ones, transient appear in the detection of fusion neutrons

w a function of time [14]. This is sam clearly in the AAS–PSI data shown in Fig, 3. The

steep initial slope represents the emptying of the F = # state, where the effective molecular

formation rate is large (-4 x 106 S-l), into the F = * state where it is very small at low

T, From this kind of data, the AAS-PSI group has been :d.de to extract the individual

-: imdemdar formation rates ~&, shown in Fig. 4(a), and the hypefinc transition rate ~~~ ,

shown in Fig. 4(b) [6], The four hyperfine transition~ that contritmtc are shown in Fig, 5.

The AAS-PSI data on ~& can be fit using the Iwnutiful ab initio calculation of

hfenshikov et al, [’16], with only tilt’ rwumrmm mwrgy ~. nnd ~~ mlj~lstablc, Howmw, the

- f * clearly cxceml thr rxpvrimcnt nl omw I)y n signifimnt nmmmt,tlworetical values of ~~~

M seen in Fig, 4(b); presumably the nonre,~onant n-mtrilmtion [18] i~ Iwing ovmcstirnntml.



It should be possible to extract even more information from the ddp system. by going

to low target density @ (measured relative to liquid H2 density). According to Menshikov

et al. [16]. for the complex equilibrated at the target temperature (2!) K),

r= ~rsFl N L5 x 109 S-l . (8)
F,

while Padial et al. [19] find for the rate for rotation relaxation of the ~{j = 1 complex,

Al+) = 1.6 X 1011# s-l . (!3)

Thus, for d ~ 1%. the effect of the initial (time t = O) back-decay rate should become

visible. Since we expect

at this 7’, then for @ < 1%

due to molecular formation

r(t =0) N m(ts CQ)=w ( 10)

-a A

~j~P should be a factor of two smaller, ad the part of Ajf12

a factor of two bigger, than the @ >> l$ZOvalues. Obsm’atiou

of this variation with @ would allow direct comparison of r and A1+0.

4. dt/.t FORMATION

For D/T targets, the kinetics, shown in Fig. 6, is, of course, much more complicated

than for pure D2. The steady-state cycling time can be written as a sum of the time the

rnutm spends in the dp ground state, plus the times in the tp singlet, md triplet grmlnd

states, so tht for the steady -statr cycling rate [9]

(11)

(i2)

(;



At low temperature ( ~ 200 K), the only accessible resonances for

for F = O on D2 [9]. Furthermore, for Ct ~ 0.7 the first two terms on

should be negligible, so that

~, & CD, .

thermalized tp’s are

the RHS of Eq. (11)

(13)

.4 recent LAMPF experiment to test this relation found that it does not seem to hold

[20,2 1]! The apparent contribution of 13T molecules to molecular formation is thought to

be due to the contribution of epithermal tp’s to steady-state molecular formation. (The

role of epit hermal molecular formation in giving rise to the transients seen for low density

( @ ~ l~o) at PSI is well-established by now [6].) The dt~ moleculzw formation rates are

et’idently so large as to compete with thernmlizat ion [22,23]! (Examples of rates calculated

by Faifman et al. are shown in Fig. 7 [13].) Thus, all the elastic scattering cross sections

and an intricate kinetics calculation are needed just to compare the theoretical molecular

formation rates to the experimental cycling rates.

As if that were not enough complication, the (normalized) cycling rates show a density

dependence evidently due to a three-body contribution to molecular formation; L.AhIPF

and PSI data exhibiting t] is effect are shown in Fig. 8. The three-body effect is thought

to be due to the unique property of singlet tp on D2 having its strongest transitions lying

just below threshold (for v = 2): O + 1 has ~. s –12 meV, O ~ 2 has ~. s –~ me~ [~],

hlcnshikov and Ponomarev [24Jhave suggested that a spectator molecule picks up enough

energy in a three-bocly collision,

tp + D~ + .Y + [(dt/4)(f2e]* + .Y’ , (14)

to move the O .+ 1 transition into the physically accessible region. Starting with Petrov

[25] wvrrtd w(,rkrrs [26] hmw ,isml the idcn t)f mflisiond Jroadeniny am] th(, rrphwcn,eut?b

(lG)



This replacement is equiwdent to the impact approximation in the theery of spectral

line broadening. However, as pointed out by Cohen and Leon [27], the slowness of the

molecular collisions implies that the impact approximation is valid only for IAc I <1 meV,

and is therefore uninteresting!

Thus, we are left with the problem of how to calculate three-body molecular forma-

tion. Petrov and Petrov [28] have applied many-body perturbation theory to the problem,

but had to replace the intermolecular potential by a hard-sphere interaction. Lane [29]

attempted to extend the Baranger line-broadening theory to include the tp momentum,

but again had to assume hard-sphere interactions. km [30] used a quasistatic treat-

ment to show that the torque exerted on the complex by a neighboring molecule implied

a significant configuration mixing of the Kf states of the complex, and hence a signifi-

cant three-body effect. The lack of a complete and convincing method of calculation for

three-body molecular formation remains a glaring deficiency of pCF theory.

In a somewhat different vein, Fukushima [31] has recently calculated resonant format-

ion in solid D2; the three- or multi-body effect can be termed phonon-awiatcd molecular

formation [32].

5. pd~ FUSION

#p fusion was fist predicted long ago in 1947 by F. C. Rank [33], and observed a

decade later by Alvarez et al. in a hydrogen bubble chamber [34], The fusion reactions are

dp+p+ 3Hep + -y (lGa)

* 3He+p , (16b)

with ( ltla) predominant, The Wolfenstein-Gershtein (W-G ) effect says that the HF quench-

ing, ( dp )3/2 + (dp ) 1/2 (and therefore the deutmiurn fraction), affects the fusion yield [35],

That is, thr Htati~tirnl rntio of dp hypdine population~ leads to a titatist,icOldistribution

mnong tlw .S = 2,1,1 ‘,0 HF ~tntm of the pdp molrrulc, while complete qmmching of tlw

8



(dp )31Z state implies tliat only S = 1,1’, and O are populated; the former have a larger

fraction in the nuclear quartet state than the latter combination. Since the nuclear reac-

tion rate from the quartet is expected to be smaller than from the doublet, quenching of

the (dp )312 state increases the fusion rate and hence the fusion yield.

Cohen et al. in 1960 [36] estimated that the fusion rates satisfy

A;,2 <<A;,2 ; (17)

thereafter it became traditional to neglect AJ,Z completely [4], although Carter in 1966

[37] warned that relation (17) was not at all justified. Thus, when Bleser et al. [38] in 1963

measured the W-G effect, they assumed A~,2 = O and

$ * K 7 ps-l [35]. These valuesthe quenching rate A~P

at the different deuterium fractions of

the then current theoretical value of

lead to a predicted ratio of y-yields

Y. (25%)
——=1.18 .
Y. (0.7%)

(18)

(Complete quenching of the F = 3/2 state would give 1.8 for this r~itit).) The measured

\“aluew~~ 1.17(1), in essentially perfect agreement [38].

When Bertl et al. [39] remeasured the W-G effect twenty years later, they found

YT (22%)

Y, (0.6%)
= 1.172(5) (1.9)

in excellent agreemer.t with the Bleser et al. [38] experiment. However, in the meantime

~ * had changed drastically: Matveenko and Pormmarevthe value of the quenchin~ rate A~P

in 1971 [40] calculated 46 ps- 1 for this value, while even more significantly Kammel et

al. [14] measured this rate as 37(2) LS-l using ddp fusion (see Fig. 3). Wittl this latter

value, the predicted W-G ratio becomes 1.50! To patch up this discrepancy, Bertl et al. [39]

postulated that in addition to the quenching from collisions with deuterons (from exchange

scattering). there is a contribution from collisions with protons, and adjusted its value to

9



give the observed W-G ratio. However, there is no mechanism known that can account for

this process [41], so this solution was not very convincing.

In a more recent pdp experiment at PSI, Petitjean et al. [42] instead fitted the data by

allowing ~~iz to differ from zero. Final!y, Friar et al. [43] have very recently calculated the

various pdp fusion rates using accurate three-nucleon wave functions derived with realistic

potentials; not only do they find a significant value for A~,2, but all the: calculated fusion

rates agree remarkably well with the experimental values-as shown in Table 3. Thus, after

30 years we can now say that the }V-G effect is finally understood! (As it was thought to

be in 1963.)

Lest I leave you with the impression that the pdp system is now completely understood,

I mention that, unexpected molecular effects, H2+ 1)2 vs. HD, have been reported ir. the

yields of the fusion ~’s [44]—these remain completely unexplained, and will doubtlessly be

the subject of vigorous future investigation.

6. SUMMARY

The agreement between theory and experiment for resonant ddp formation is very

encouraging, especially that for the magnitude of the resonance energies, which are de-

termined to better than a meV, and the temperature dependence of the formation rates.

For dtp formation the situation is much less clear, because of the more complicated ki-

netics and the need to treat thermalization and moiecular formation together to compare

t,heory with experiment, and the difficulty in calculating three-body molecular formation.

In contrast, pdp fusion and the Wolfenstein-Gershtein effect now appear to be very well

understood, while the reported dependence of pdp formation on the molecular structure

of the target remains mysterious.
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I’able 1. Coulomb molecular binding energies in eVa (from Ref. 6).

PPP pdp pt p chip ttp

0,0 ~53.15 WI*55 ~13j34 3~5.(37 319.14 36~c9~

0,1 -— — 35.84 34.83 83,77

1,0 107.27 97.50 99.13 226.68 ~3~.47 ~s9m14

1,1 — — — 1,Wb 0.66’ 45,21

2,0 — .— S6.45 lo~,65 172,65

3.0 — — —— — — 48,’70

a See [6] for references,

b The accurate energy is 1.9749 eV.

c The accurate energy is 0.6603 eV.
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Table 2. Corrections (in reel’) to the energies of the J = 1, ~’= 1 states of clt~fand ddll

(from Ref. 6).

(it/la dtpb (Itpc (-ldpa dclpb

Nuciear charge distribution

Darwin-type corrections

Relativistic mass corrections

Recoil corrections

Vacuum polarization

Deuteron polarizability

Finite size of muonic molecule

Nuclear strong interaction

Lower (para) hyperfhe state

Tot al Ac

+13$3

–2.5

–0,5

~ 10–4

+35.9

+

+16.61

+

+o.wf

+

+35.9

+lo.4d

–1.8

+2.7

+17.1

+

t

-10--4

+

–1.5

–0.!3

+0.4

+1,!3

+8.7

–0.1

+l.O

~ 10-4

+16.2

t

+65.6 +64.8 +~4,3

e

f

K

hlost recent values of Bakalov and colleagues ( SC(”[6] for r~’frrvnctw),

G. Aissing and H. J. Monkhorst (~lx~l)~ll)lisl~r(l).

Kamimura and M. Kamitnura et al. (unpublished),

Using the triton charge form factor of Justin d d.; with tlw triton f(mn fnctor of (~(dlmxl

et al, used in the other calc~ll[ttiotm, the rdr~llnt,cfl vdtw is + 13,3 ( hl, Kml~itt~llrn,privntr

communication),

Arrows indicate whidl vnltw is itlrlliflo(l itl tlw slltl~if ~lot cnlclllntv(l,

%rinzi & !%dewicx.

Estinmtwl,



FIGURE CAPTIONS

1. Simplified pCF cycle for a deuterium-tritium target

2. Simplified pCF cycle in D2 (from Ref. 6).

3. Time spectrum of ddp fusion neutrons (from Ref. 6),

from Ref. 6).

4. Results of PSI experiments on hypefine effects. (a) Molecular formation rates, (b) hy-

perflne transition rates (from Ref. 6).

5. The hyperflne transitions cent ribut ing to ddp formation (from Ref. 17).

6. Simplified dt)l cycle (from Ref. 6).

i’. A$P as functions of laboratory energy for 2’ = 30 K for Dz (upper) and DT (lower)

targets (from Ref. 13).

8. Density dependence of normalized cycling rates A=; (top) LAMPF, (bottom) PSI, T

between 20 K and 45 K (from Ref. 6),
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